ST. MICHAEL'S SCHOOL, MURI
CLASS-III
Chapter-1

Sub - So.St.
Our Home : The Earth

A. Write Short Answers :
1) What is the shape of the Earth?
Ans.) The shape of the earth is spherical.
2) Who was the first man to prove that the Earth is round?
Ans.) Ferdinand Magellan was the first man to prove that the Earth is round.
B. Answer these questions :
1) Why is the Earth called a special planet?
Ans.) The Earth is called a special planet because it is the only planet in the solar system to
have life.
2) What is atmosphere?
Ans.) The layer of air surrounding the earth is called atmosphere.
C. Fill in the blanks :
1) The Earth is a special planet.
2) The Earth is the third planet from the Sun.
3) The Earth is spherical in shape.
D. Write 'True' or 'False' :
1) Life is not possible on the Earth. False
2) The Earth looks flat to us. True
3) Saturn is bigger than the Earth. True
4) The atmosphere acts as a blanket for the earth. True
5) The Earth is a middle-aged planet. True
Home Assessment
1) Write and learn all the exercise of Chapter-1 in a copy.
2) Write five sentence about the 'Earth'.
3) Draw the picture of solar system in the copy and color it.
4) Write the name of eight planets.

Chapter-2

Features of the Earth

A. Write Short Answers :
1) Which is the biggest Ocean in the World?
Ans.) Pacific ocean is the biggest Ocean in the World.
2) Name any two Seas.
Ans.) The Red Sea and the Black Sea.
3) What is a Canal?
Ans.) A canal is an artificial channel of water.
4) What is Waterfall?
Ans.) A Waterfall is a place where flowing water rapidly drops from an elevation as it flow
over a steep region.

B. Answer the following questions :
1) What are mountains?
Ans.) The land higher than their surrounding area are called mountains.
2) What are plains?
Ans.) Flat and broad land on the Earth.
3) What are Oceans?
Ans.) Large body of water on the Earth.
C. Rearrange the jumbled words :
1) VRIRE 2) ANPISL 3) ENOAC 4) KLEA 5) TONIAMNU Home - Assessment :
1) Write and learn all the exercise of Chapter-2 in the copy.
2) Write five uses of water.
3) Write five sources of water.
4) Draw the picture of Sun and write five lines about it.
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